Auxiliary power point ford f150

If electrical parts in your vehicle are not working, the system may have been overloaded and
blown a fuse or tripped a circuit breaker. Before you replace or repair any electrical parts, check
the appropriate fuses or circuit breakers. To check a fuse, look at the silver-colored band inside
the fuse. If the band is broken or melted, replace the fuse. The fuse panel is located under the
right-hand side of the instrument panel. Pull the panel toward you and swing it out away from
the side to remove the trim panel. To reinstall it, line up the tabs with the grooves on the panel,
then push it shut. To remove the fuse box cover, press in the tabs on both sides of the cover,
then pull the cover off. To reinstall the fuse box cover, place the top part of the cover on the
fuse panel, then push the bottom part of the cover until you hear it click shut. Gently pull on the
cover to make sure it is seated properly. The power distribution box is located in the engine
compartment. The relay box is located in the left-hand corner of the engine compartment near
the windshield. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly.
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the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
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cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Always disconnect the battery before servicing high current fuses. Always replace a
fuse with one that has the specified amperage rating. Using a fuse with a higher amperage
rating can cause severe wire damage and could start a fire. Never replace a broken fuse with
anything other than a new fuse. Use always an intact fuse of the same color. If a fuse blows
again contact a qualified service center. Main Page. This website uses cookies to improve your
experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your
browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also
use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your
browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Power mirror
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Raptor. Improper use of the lighter can cause damage not covered by your warranty, and can
result in fire or serious injury. Note : Do not insert objects other than an accessory plug into the
power point. This will damage the outlet and blow the fuse. Note : Do not use the power point
over the vehicle capacity of 12 volts DC watts or a fuse may blow. Run the engine for full
capacity use of the power point. To prevent the battery from being discharged:. Do not use any
extension cord with the volt AC power point, since it will defeat the safety protection design.
Doing so may cause the power point to overload due to powering multiple devices that can
reach beyond the â€”watt load limit and could result in fire or serious injury. Note : The power
point will turn off after 13 minutes if the ignition is on without the engine running. Keep the
engine running to use the power point. The â€”volt AC power point outlet is used for powering
electrical devices that require up to watts. Exceeding the â€”watt limit will cause the power
point to cut off the power temporarily to provide overload protection. The power point is not
designed for the following electric appliances; they may not work properly:. The power point
can switch to a fault mode when it is overloaded, overheated or shorted. Unplug your device
and turn the ignition off then on for overloading and shorting conditions. Let the system cool
off, then turn the ignition off then on for an overheating condition. The power point can provide
power whenever the ignition is on and the indicator light is on. The indicator light is located in
the top left corner of the power point. By using Wipers and Washers Windshield wipers Note:
Fully defrost the windshield in icy conditions before turning on the windshield wipers. Note:
Make sure the windshield wipers are switched off before entering a car wash Rain-sensing
wipers Note: Wet road conditions may result in inconsistent or unexpected wiping or smearing.
Lower the sensitivity, switch to normal or high-speed wiping or turn the wipers off to reduce
smearing. Auxiliary Power Points. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below
only. This item is backed by a 1 Year Warranty. In the event this item should fail during intended
use, we will exchange the part free of charge excludes shipping charges for the original
purchaser. This warranty covers the cost of the part only. Please note: Any modifications to an
item of any kind before contacting us will void any and all warranty coverage for this item.

Please contact us before modifying the part so that we have the opportunity to correct the
situation. This item is backed by our year warranty. In the event this item should fail due to
manufacturing defects during intended use, we will replace the part free of charge. If you have a
question about a part you should contact us before buying. AM Autoparts is proud to offer you
the best price and fastest service for all your aftermarket parts needs. In order to keep our
prices low, we have the following purchasing policies:. We're here for you! We are proud to
offer quality service and we want your transaction to go perfectly. Take advantage of our
customer service representatives who are here to help you; contact us on eBay. Thank you for
your interest and we hope to do business with you! Worked perfectly for my repair and was
easy to change out plug and play and at a great price. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new
Sold by: quirkparts. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: smfordpart. I made a
mistake. I needed a plastic sheath. But this is my mistake and I will not make a return. Thank
you! Bought this to replace the power point outlet. Exact fit! Plugged right up to factory
harness. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: autoproamerica. Skip to main content.
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- Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information am-autoparts Contact seller.
Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. List price:. What does this
price mean? You save:. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. This amount
is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:.
Gardner, Kansas, United States. Ships to:. United States and many other countries See details.
For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a
new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. Estimated between Sat. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
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only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The
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responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to
complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility
information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible
with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2
is recommended. Portions of the information contained in this table have been provided by
am-autoparts. AM-AutoParts am-autoparts Search within store. Lowest price on brand new,
in-the-box auto parts. General Policies If you have a question about a part you should contact
us before buying. In order to keep our prices low, we have the following purchasing policies:
Returns: We only warranty cost of parts. Any installation or other fees are non-refundable. If the
buyer needs to cancel or return the item, the buyer must begin the transaction in My eBay
Questions: We're here for you! Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the
seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and
request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a
valid ZIP Code. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped thro
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ugh the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a
new window or tab. There are 0 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 0.
Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Taxes may be applicable at
checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods. Feedback on AM
Autoparts from others who bought this item. Positive feedback. Ratings and Reviews Write a
review. Most relevant reviews See all 16 reviews. Pitch perfectly works fine Oem product X
Previous image. X Previous image. Socket Bought this to replace the power point outlet. Why is
this review inappropriate? Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab

Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. Ford OEM. International Priority Shipping.

